
Transaction Screening
Block suspicious transactions in real-time Advanced AML Compliance Solutions

Screening domestic and cross-border payments to 
detect risks involving sanctioned or high-risk parties can 
be a daunting task. Moreover, increasingly complex and 
evolving regulations require Financial Institutions to look 
beyond standard payment fields and extract important 
information embedded within transaction messages 
to stop any illicit activity. Failure with AML compliance, 
intentionally or unintentionally, leave an FI subject to fines, 
penalties, and reputational risk.

Many of the world’s largest financial services companies 
rely on FinScan as a trusted partner in providing their 
organizations with the most reliable transaction screening 
technology. The success of our payment screening solution 
is based on our AI-based cognitive matching technology 
and highly configurable, granular rules engine that enable 
you to review and investigate suspicious payments by 
risk level, payment source, and compliance list, including 
internal block lists. With FinScan’s sophisticated matching 
algorithm, clients achieve multi-fold reductions in false 
positive rates without the risk of missing real hits.

The Challenge 

Benefits of FinScan Transaction Screening

Comprehensive payment messages coverage to screen all message types including, SWIFT, SEPA, 
SIC, SARIE, ACH, and CHIPS, and full support for ISO-20022

Ability to screen incoming or outgoing payments against compliance lists including individual sanctions, 
PEP, sanctioned countries, dual-use goods, and internal block lists to stop transactions in real time

Optimization and fine-tuning of your matching rules based on risk level, payment source, compliance 
list, or any custom user field to setup the best matching configuration as per your desired risk exposure

Prioritization and review of high-risk payment alerts with configurations based on time period, 
threshold amount, transaction type, and other relevant data elements of a transaction message to 
optimize review time

Advanced wire-stripping detection to identify any deliberate tampering of material information from 
payment messages done in order to purposefully alter information on sanctioned parties or countries 











FinScan allows you to extract and screen all relevant 
fields of a payment message including name and 
address of ordering entity and beneficiaries, BIC code 

elements, currency types, dual-use goods, countries, and 
free format text fields to perform AML checks without 
delaying customer transactions. 

FinScan Transaction Screening provides:
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Seamlessly integrate FinScan into your existing 
payment workflow including any core banking 
or transaction processing systems – or payment 
gateways via API web services.

Release or block payments based on feedback 
received in the originating system indicating 
PASS, FAIL, or PENDING status. 

Select relevant transaction data fields and compliance 
lists for screening in our intuitive configuration manager, 
and assign risk priority to the scenarios themselves to 
optimize review effort. 

Access a fully automated, comprehensive 
dashboard and audit trail with clear historic 
documentation that meets domestic and 
international regulatory requirements.

    Click here to schedule a FinScan product demonstration.
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PASS status means that the payment is automatically cleared.  
FAIL or PENDING status indicates the payment is put on hold pending a 

speedy review by your compliance team. 

FinScan | Transaction Screening

Deployment Options

On-premise 
FinScan can be deployed remotely via a secured/

controlled connection or on-site by our experienced 
consultants. Our implementations are backed by well-
proven expertise gained from providing on-premise 

solutions for more than 45 years.

SaaS/Cloud 
FinScan’s Quick SaaS Deployment Program will have 

you up and running in 24 hours and includes access to 
test and production servers to dramatically reduce IT 

cycle times when managing sanctions updates.

Hybrid 
FinScan’s hybrid option is powered by SOC II Type  

2/ISO 27001-certified global data centers to support 
data privacy regulations critical in hybrid environments. 
24/7 support is provided for all hardware and software 
applications, with full backups and disaster recovery. 

Choose any deployment method to meet your business’s data security, data privacy, and efficiency requirements.
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